
All you need is...

A productive home office

Nedis.com

Get the most out of your work at 
home with the home office essentials 
from Nedis®. We have everything  
you need to get the job done! 

Nedis® makes your life smarter, simpler, healthier and more fun. With products for every activity and every phase of life!
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Nedis | Introduction

Flexible solutions
As working from home has become the norm more  

and more, we must arrange our homes accordingly.  

Position your devices with the Nedis® monitor, tablet, 

smartphone mounts and stands. Make sure to support your body with 

all of our ergonomic products to avoid strains. Cut paper with the cutting 

machine, seal all kinds of materials with the laminating machine,  

and remove excess paper in the shredder. Improve your productivity by 

drinking some coffee, illuminating your workplace with the LED desk 

lamp or enjoying a fresh breeze with our desk fan.Content
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Nedis | Ergonomic monitor mounts

1. MMNVSA100BK

2. ERGOTMM100BK

3. MMNTDO100BK

Ideal viewing distance 
As well as being height adjustable, our monitor 
mounts can also be fully tilted and swivelled to 
create the perfect setting. Whether you use  
one or more monitors, we offer the right 
amount for your type of screen to suit  
your needs. 

Position your screen at the perfect height and reduce pressure  

in your neck muscles with our ergonomic monitor mounts. 

Since you can choose between one, two, or three monitor 

mounts, there is an option for every job. 

2
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Nedis | Tablet & smartphone mount & stand

Stability mode
This adjustable Nedis® smartphone stand 

cradles your smartphone or tablet in portrait or 

landscape mode. Perfect to place on a desk, 

the cable management systeme on the back of 

the stand allows you to neatly organise  

your cables.

Comfortable and stable
Protect your tablet from scratches and dirt with 

the Nedis® Tablet Folio Case. The elastic corner 

straps are for attachment and can be established 

in a way to make typing comfortable or 

watching videos. The connections remain 

accessible, so you can use the tablet without 

removing it from the case.

Hold on to it
Holding and looking at your device can cause 

strain in the hands, shoulders or neck.  

A tablet or smartphone stand will help to 

reduce these types of upper body strain. 

1. TCVR10100BK

2. SDSD100BK 

3. TWMT200SI
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Did you know that…
ergonomics products do not only 

contribute to safety,  

comfort, and ease of use, but also 

improve productivity?

Happy feet
These footrests can be easily and discreetly placed 
under a desk to offer enhanced comfort when 
working. They elevate your feet and legs to promote 
better alignment, posture, and ergonomics.  
Easy to adjust, you can quickly create the most  
comfortable position, wherever you sit.

1. ERGOFR100BK 

2. ERGOFR200BK

3. ERGOFR300BK

1

3
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Nedis | Footrests,  back & arm support

1. ERGOCAR200BK 

2. MPADFG100BK

3. ERGOGBS100BK

4. ERGOGSS100BK

1

2

It’s best to  
have some rest

This Nedis® ergonomic armrest offers comfort 

and support when you are using your mouse. 

Its design reduces the pressure placed on your 

wrist and shoulder. The mousepad can be 

rotated to achieve the perfect position.

Natural position 
The innovative form of this mouse pad 

simulates the natural position of your wrist. It 

takes the pressure off the underarm and wrist 

and helps to avoid RSI. The special coating 

underneath keeps the mouse pad in its place.

Back it up
This Nedis® ergonomic back support fits most 

chairs and allows you to reduce pressure on 

your back muscles. It’s suitable for all-day use 

and has a soft foam inside.

3
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Wireless productivity

This super-sensitive Nedis® Wireless Mouse with 

Nano Dongle offers you three DPI settings to 

customise the responsiveness of your cursor. 

Thanks to its ergonomic design - and the handy 

thumb buttons that are perfect for navigating 

through web pages - this mouse ensures 

comfort through even long periods of use.

1. ERGOMSMWS100BK

2. MSWS300BU

3. MSWS100BK

Comfort and fit

This right-handed ergonomically designed mini 

mouse includes optical tracking technology 

and will work on many different surfaces. 

Operating wirelessly (2.4 GHz) up to a distance 

of 10 metres, the slim and attractive design and 

soft memory foam ensure it is comfortable to 

use for long periods.

1

2

3

Wireless mouse

Wireless mouse to connect to a PC or notebook 

to increase the operating convenience. It is 

supplied with a nano dongle which is 

compatible with any type of PC or notebook.
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Nedis | Mice , storage & transfer

1. UPBK10001BK 

2. MSDC16100BK (16GB)

3. FDRIU332BK

4. UHUBCU2320BK

5. CRDRU3200BK

Share the data

This MicroSD cards is compatible with multiple devices across many 

manufacturers. The storage capacity and speed have increased in 

the last few years.

USB 3.0

Store important data to a compact USB 3.0 flash drive and bring 

your files wherever you go. The perfect solution for extra storage 

of all your important files.

A power of strength
Use these portable power banks to charge two devices 

simultaneously. The handy LCD display reveals exactly how much 

power it has left. It has enough power to charge a smartphone 

up to four times and a tablet up to one and a half times.  

The power banks offer protection against overcharging, 

short-circuiting, and overheating.

Easy transfer

Connect this Nedis® 3-port combo USB hub to your PC or 

notebook and expand it with additional USB ports. Transfer your 

pictures, videos or data files and store them on your computer.

Card reader

Connect to a PC to enable the reading and writing of data from 

nearly any type of media card to and from a PC. It is compatible 

with SD, SDHC, Micro SD, CF, XD, M2, MS and MS-Pro memory cards. 

1
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Keep track of things
A tidy office and a clear, clean desk ensure  
a more productive working day. Cables are 
neatly organised so you know which one  
goes with each device. Nedis® offers a range  
of convenient solutions for an organised 
workplace so you can focus on your work.
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Nedis | Clean desk

The perfect place  
for your supplies 
Having more workspace is always useful and 

this top shelf creates an extra storage area 

while keeping your desk free. Adjust the angle 

with the thumbscrew so the top shelf can be 

used on virtually any monitor and TV screen. 

This way you have everything at your 

fingertips. 

Bundle your  
power neatly
Cut the required length of the hook-and-loop 

roll and bundle your power, computer or TV 

cables together neatly. Or attach that single 

hanging cable to a pole or leg of your desk.  

You decide whether to tighten or loosen the 

cables. With almost 9.1 meters, you won’t run  

out of it soon. 

1. ERGOVELC91BK

2. ERGOSTS100BK

2
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A headset for every chat
This closed headset is equipped with large, comfortable ear 

pads. The microphone ensures a crystal clear sound 

during your meetings. The headset has in-line volume 

control and the headband is adjustable.

Cover it up 

Make sure to protect your privacy while you 

work at home. When you’re not in a meeting, 

you can simply hide your laptop’s camera with 

this Nedis® webcam cover. It provides a simple, 

100% hack-proof solution to protect your 

privacy since it works completely mechanical 

and is not remotely controllable.  

Given its size, the cover is especially suitable to 

protect a tablet, notebook, or smart TV camera 

against hackers.

1. PRIVWCC15BK3

2. CHST200BK 1

2
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Nedis | Presenting

Take the mic 
With this high-quality, sensitive USB 

microphone you’re assured of clear voice 

recording, due to the Noise Cancelling 

function. No more inconvenient background 

noise! The flexible tube allows you to direct  

it any way you want. It is possible to adjust the 

volume control and it features Plug & Play.  

The 3.5 mm Jack connector on the microphone 

can be used to connect a headset.

Feel free to talk
This Nedis® conference microphone is super 

convenient for facilitating skype business 

meetings and telecons. The microphone 

provides high-quality recordings and picks up 

sound very clearly within a range of 3 metres; 

you can move freely without having to approach 

or move the mic. Simply connect the 

microphone to a USB port in your notebook  

or PC and get started - no additional drivers or 

external power adapter required.

1. MICCU100BK

2. MICDU100BK

2

1



Stylish protection
The best laptop bag is one that’s 
comfortable, durable, provides 
protection and has enough 
storage space for all your devices 
and daily needs. Nedis® has laptop 
bags that come with various 
pockets, allowing you to fit a 
laptop and a notebook, battery 
pack, pens, water bottles,  
and cables. 
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Durable carying
 

With this sleeve it is a convenient and 

safe way to carry notebooks around or 

store them at home or at the office.  

Also to protect notebooks against 

scratches and impact damage because 

it’s made of durable neoprene. 

Nedis | Bags & sleeves

Sturdy and roomy 

This Nedis® notebook bag has separate 

compartments and inner slip pockets - to fit all 

your accessories. To secure the bag to a trolley 

for even more comfort; the notebook bag 

comes with a detachable shoulder strap and 

integrates a hook-and-loop strap on the back.

For everyday use

Always have your important stuff at hand and 

thanks to the soft inner lining, your laptop is 

protected from scratches and bumps.  

The bag has a comfortable, detachable and 

adjustable shoulder strap and is suitable for  

all laptops up to 16’’.

1. NBBG15150GY

2. NBBG15100BK

3. NBSE13100BK

1
2
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But first… 
For many people, coffee is the way to start their 
day. Just the smell of coffee can help you wake 
up in the morning. Drinking coffee can reduce 
liver damage, you’re less likely to develop heart 
failure, and your body may process sugar better. 
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Did you  
know that…

coffee is most effective  

if you drink it between  

09:30 and 11:30 AM?

Nedis | Coffee & tea

Kickstart your day
This Nedis® single-serve coffee maker fits 

tight morning schedules just perfect. 

Each round serves enough coffee to fill 

up the included travel mug. You don’t 

waste time pouring coffee from regular 

cups, minimising the dishes as well.  

Set the timer for even more efficiency 

and have your coffee ready by the time 

you start your workday. 

Electric Kettle

For tea lovers among us; this stylish 

electric kettle has a 1-litre capacity and is 

compact. The cordless 360° pirouette 

base ensures an easy lift. Thanks to  

a powerful performance of 2150 W, 

surprisingly quick to the boil so your  

tea is ready in no time.

1. KACM300FBK

2. KAWK300EAL

3. KACM250EBK

Coffee all day
This coffee maker has a 

stylish black finished thermal 

jug with a capacity of 1 litre, 

which makes it suitable for making  

8 to 10 cups of coffee, so you can enjoy 

your coffee all day. The thermal jug with 

glass inside keeps freshly brewed coffee 

warm for up to three hours.

1

2
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A breath of fresh air
Nothing beats living or working in a clean home or office. 
However, even when a room looks spot on, the air quality  
might not be as good; dust and dirt particles floating through  
the air can be so small that you can’t actually see them. 

1. AIPU200CWT

2. FNCL10CR20P

Our Nedis® air purifier works with a HEPA filter, removing up to 

99.99% of all particles of 0.3 micrometer or bigger, which includes 

pollen and dust mite. This means less dust and you will also suffer 

much less from your allergies. To maximise the effect, the air 

purifier also integrates an ionisator. Dirt and dust particles fall to 

the floor, so you can enjoy extra clean air while working indoors. 

Additionally, this air purifier also removes odours and bad smells.

Desk fan

This retro-look Nedis® desk fan has a solid, all-metal construction 

with anti-skid feet to keep it safely in place on your table or 

desk. It has two speed settings to ensure a refreshing breeze 

even on the hottest of days, both at home and in the 

office. A cable length of 1.5 metres provides all the 

flexibility to place the fan wherever you need it most.

1

2
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Clean sight 
Anti-static, alcohol-free cleaning 

kit to clean TV, tablet, 

smartphone or PC screens in an 

instance. It removes dust, 

fingerprints and streaks, leaving 

no scratches or other damage.

Nedis | Clean air, bright sight and music

1. LTLGQ3M2BK

2. FSBS120AT

3. CLSN120BU

The right light

This stylish desk LED lamp with 36 LEDs is dimmable and due to 

the flexible gooseneck arm and the elongated shape of the lamp, 

good distribution of the light is ensured. You can choose by 

touch control between 3 different light modes, natural, cool,  

and warm. 

The lamp also has a timer function which allows you to set  

a timer for 40 minutes. The desk lamp also has a charging 

function to charge your smartphone. This makes the lamp ideal 

for keeping at your desk for charging throughout the day or  

by your bedside for charging overnight. 

Some workdays  
need music

Add some style to your home office space with the woven fabric 

designed speakers. With the 2x 15 W peak power sound and  

True Wireless Stereo (TWS), that connects both speakers 

together, doubles the audio experience. Bluetooth® v5.0 

technology makes sure you have a stable and solid wireless 

connection.
2

3
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Stay charged
This 65 W notebook adapter is perfect for 

replacing or supplementing your existing one. 

It is 100% compatible with your notebook and 

includes a 1.2 m schuko Type-F power cable. 

The setup is usually used for HP notebooks,  

but it can also be used for other brands with 

the same configuration set-up.

Portable charging 
This Nedis® small sized wall charger allows you 

to power USB-C notebooks, with its advanced 

Power Delivery technology USB-C PD 3.0 

connections. Suitable for faster simultaneous 

high-speed charging of compatible devices at 

higher voltages. It can also power smaller 

devices like smartphones, tablets without 

requiring a PC or notebook. Supplied with an   

UK and EU plug.

Connect wirelessly 
This Micro Bluetooth dongle connects your  

PC wirelessly to mobile devices such as mobile 

phones, tablets and headsets. Installation is 

only a matter of Plug & Play. This dongle has  

a range up to 100 metre, very small design  

and low energy usage. 

1. WSNWA1200BK

2. NBARF6515FBK

3. WCPD65W110BK

1

2

3
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Nedis | Accessories

1. LAMI110BKA4

2. PASH120BKA4

3. PACU110A4

Cutting edge 
Cut your paper and photos professionally into 

the preferred size with this Paper Cutting 

Machine. You can choose between the A3 or  

A4 (and smaller) so you always have the exact 

size you want.

Seal the deal
Perfect for home or small offices, this 

Laminating Machine works fast and  

efficiently to laminate small posters,  

notices, ID cards, business cards, menus, 

anything on paper up to A4 in size. 

Shred it
Keep your desk organised and securely dispose 

of letters, files, invoices, and even bank cards. 

This powerful A4 paper shredder can hold up 

to 12 litres of shredded materials, yet it’s 

compact enough to fit neatly under, or even on 

top of your desk.

2

1
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With new products, trends,  
smart solutions and must-haves  
for indoors and outdoors!

Nedis® makes your life 
smarter, simpler, healthier 
and more fun. 

All you need is...

a great 
assortment!


